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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The appearance of this chair makes it particularly suitable for furnishing hotels, receptions and waiting 
rooms, as well as reading areas in libraries and other special spaces. It’s a particularly welcoming, natural 
armchair, ideal for home decors.

The architect Josep Torres Clavé designed this armchair in 1934 to furnish the Pavilion of the Spanish Re-
public at the 1937 International Exhibition in Paris, next to works such as Guernica by Pablo Picasso and 
others by Alexander Calder and Joan Miró.
Torres Clavé was a revolutionary architect within the avant garde architectural movements in Spain of 
the 1930s. The armchair takes its inspiration from the popular “cadirats” of Ibiza. 
It has formed part of the Permanent Collection at Barcelona’s Design Museum since 1994 and is an em-
blematic and iconic piece which Mobles 114 has produced continuously since it was revived in 1987.
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MODELS

Single model.

MATERIALS AND FINISHES

This armchair is produced using traditional methods.
It’s made up of a solid oak frame finished with colourless water-based varnish to preserve the natural 
colour of the wood. The procedure used is the sand and strop method: two undercoats with sanding in-be-
tween the two layers, and a topcoat of water-based varnish. We thereby protect the armchair from the 
effects of atmospheric agents, also improving physical and chemical resistance.
Knitted string seat and backrest with a squared design. 

PACKAGING, WEIGHT AND VOLUME

Weight: 14 kg 
Dimensions: 86x80x81 cm
Volume: 0.55 m3

All packaging is made from recyclable double layer cardboard.

CERTIFICATES AND REGULATIONS

Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)


